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New Elation Fuze™ luminaires the perfect fusion of performance, features 
and value 
 
Elation Professional is pleased to be expanding its popular Fuze™ series of LED wash luminaires 
with new profile and spot versions. Available now is the Fuze Spot™ and Fuze Profile™ with 
framing, both housing full-color-spectrum RGBMA color mixing systems. Also available is the cold 
white Fuze Profile CW™ with dual color wheels. All three automated LED moving heads offer the 
perfect fusion of performance, features and value. 
 

                                      
 
The Fuze Spot and Fuze Profile are designed for a wide array of precision lighting applications, 
particularly theater, television and corporate event applications where high color quality, color 
manipulation and accurate color reproduction is needed.  
 
Both luminaires house a 305W 92 CRI engine (6,500K) that utilizes a 5-color homogenized LED array 
of Red, Green, Blue, Mint and Amber sources. The carefully tuned RGBMA LEDs and high CRI ensure 
accurate color reproduction while delivering a powerful white output of over 10,000 lumens. 
Virtual color temperature, magenta/green adjustment plus color gel emulation give designers 
access to an impressive LED color array including a beautiful mixed white.  
 
The Fuze Spot houses two gobo wheels, both wheels with 6 rotating, indexing glass gobos that are 
interchangeable. The Fuze Profile LED framing fixture houses two gobo wheels - a 6-slot rotating, 
indexing wheel with interchangeable glass gobos and a 7-slot fixed wheel with glass gobos. A full 
blackout framing system with 4 rotating blades gives full control of the beam shape and can index 
+/- 45-degrees.  
 
Compact, quiet and lightweight, both the Fuze Spot and Fuze Profile house a 7° to 42° motorized 
zoom and ship with an included snoot attachment. An animation wheel can be engaged to bring 
graphics to life while a variable frost filter can be employed when designers wish for softer gobo or 



 
soft wash effects. A 4-facet prism, motorized iris and high speed electronic shutter and strobe 
round out their feature sets.  
 
The Fuze Profile CW with Cold White LEDs and framing system is an ideal tool for trade shows, 
stages, television and a wide array of AV event applications. Designed to illuminate objects like 
exhibits and banners, texture areas, and provide a clean, flat-field keylight, the Fuze Profile CW can 
be used anywhere a fully automated ellipsoidal fixture is required.  
 
A 380W 91 CRI White LED engine ensures accurate color reproduction while delivering a powerful 
output of 11,000 lumens. Two color wheels with 7 solid colors and 7 correction filters (including 
UV) allow for precise color shade adjustment while a gobo wheel holds 7 rotating, indexing glass 
breakups that are interchangeable. The Fuze Profile CW houses a 9 to 43-degree zoom as well as a 
full blackout framing system with 4 rotating blades that can index +/- 45-degrees for accurate beam 
adjustments. Its comprehensive feature set includes a variable frost filter, motorized iris, and high 
speed electronic shutter and strobe.  
 
About Elation Professional 
Based in California with a European office in The Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range 
of innovative lighting and video products known for its superior performance, excellent efficiency, and outstanding 
price:value ratio, all backed by a hard-earned reputation for Total Support. Through nearly three decades of intelligent 
lighting development, our mission has always been simple: to provide best-in-class products and service while offering 
the best value:performance ratio in the industry, helping show designers and producers achieve their vision. From 
discharge to LED, intelligent to conventional, Elation products continue to be a part of the industry’s most exciting 
projects across the globe and our list of references is always growing. We invite you to take a closer look at 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 

http://www.elationlighting.com/
http://www.elationlighting.com/


 
 
Elation Professional Mexico 
Av Santa Ana 30, 
Parque Industrial Lerma, 
Lerma, Mexico 52000 
Tel: +011 52 728 282 7070 
ventas@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com 
 


